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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a Microsoft 365 Enterprise subscription.
You have a conditional access policy to force multi-factor
authentication when accessing Microsoft SharePoint from a
mobile device.
You need to view which users authenticated by using
multi-factor authentication.
What should you do?
A. From the Microsoft 365 admin center, view the Usage reports.
B. From the Microsoft 365 admin center, view the Security &amp;
Compliance reports.
C. From the Azure Active Directory admin center, view the user
sign-ins.

D. From the Azure Active Directory admin center, view the audit
logs.
Answer: C
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authent
ication/howto-mfa-reporting

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
The security administrator has installed a new firewall which
implements an implicit DENY policy by default. Click on the
firewall and configure it to allow ONLY the following
communication.
1.The Accounting workstation can ONLY access the web server on
the public network over the default HTTPS port. The accounting
workstation should not access other networks.
2.The HR workstation should be restricted to communicate with
the Financial server ONLY, over the default SCP port
3.The Admin workstation should ONLY be able to access the
servers on the secure network over the default TFTP port.
Instructions: The firewall will process the rules in a top-down
manner in order as a first match The port number must be typed
in and only one port number can be entered per rule Type ANY
for all ports. The original firewall configuration can be reset
at any time by pressing the reset button. Once you have met the
simulation requirements, click save and then Done to submit.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Implicit deny is the default security stance that says if you
aren't specifically granted access or privileges for a
resource, you're denied access by default. Rule #1 allows the
Accounting workstation to ONLY access the web server on the
public network over the default HTTPS port, which is TCP port
443. Rule #2 allows the HR workstation to ONLY communicate with
the Financial server over the default SCP port, which is TCP
Port 22 Rule #3 &amp; Rule #4 allow the Admin workstation to
ONLY access the Financial and Purchasing servers located on the
secure network over the default TFTP port, which is Port 69.
References: Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review
Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 26, 44
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers

NEW QUESTION: 3

Which two statements about the Edit Launch File window are
true? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose
two.)
A. It allows a user to install new Microsoft Dynamics GP
modules onto the workstation.
B. It allows a user to view products installed on other
Microsoft Dynamics GP workstations.
C. It allows a user to change the location of a forms and/or
reports dictionary to a network share.
D. It allows a user to view the products installed on the
Microsoft Dynamics GP client.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
When GP and any associated 3rd party applications are
installed, a file is created called Dynamics.set, aka the
Launch File. The Launch File contains instructions as to which
products to initiate when starting GP and where the
applications, forms, and reports dictionaries are stored.
Should you need to edit this file, for instance, to change the
location of the reports dictionary to a shared directory, go
Administration&gt;System&gt;Edit Launch File You install the
Project Accounting module on a desktop client that runs
Microsoft Dynamics GP.
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